
Box 1:

Surveys and Reports

- Room Efficiency Graphs, Second Semester, 1922-23, James M. White supervising architect
- Preliminary and Wholly Tentative Comments on Factors which might influence a Long-Time Educational and Building Program, February 17, 1936
- Questionnaire: Economic Status of University Alumni, Classes of 1928 through 1935, (June 15, 1936)
- "The Problem of English Composition in American Colleges and Universities" by Jessie Howard and Charles W. Roberts, 1941
- "The Combinations of Subjects of Specialization for High School Teachers of Foreign Languages" by Edward Potthoff, 1942
- "Examinations in Contract Law Courses," by Edward Potthoff, University of Illinois Bulletin, XXXIX: 35, April 21, 1942
- Memorandum No. 266, "Facts and Comments on a Proposal to Create a University of Southern Illinois," February 1, 1943 (2 copies)
- "Sixty-Five Years of Enrollments in the Secondary Schools and Higher Institutions of Illinois, 1909-10 to 1975-76" by Edward Potthoff, 1951
- Enrollments in the Secondary Schools and Higher Institutions of Illinois, 1909-10 to 1975-76 by Edward Potthoff, March 1951 (2 copies)
- Statistical Reports for the first semesters of 1951-52 and of 1952-53; September 19, 1951 and October 1, 1952
- Financial Aids Survey (relating to single students without regard to veteran status), May 20, 1958
- Trends in Medical Services and Training in Facilities in Illinois, by Edward Potthoff, June 1959
- Review of Studies of Higher Education in Illinois, October 30, 1959
- A Trial Study in Maintenance of Section Enrollment Data by Robert Demaree and Lewis Aukes, parts I and II, report nos. 101 and 102
- A Follow-Up Survey of Male Members of the Freshmen Class of the University of Illinois in September 1952 by Bruce Eckland and Anita Smith, report no. 105, University of Illinois Bulletin 60: 101, July 1963

Box 2:

- Attitudes of Married Students toward Housing Facilities Provided by the University of Illinois, a study conducted for the Family Housing Council of the University of Illinois, B. i. R. Memorandum no. 120, May 1964
- Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Learning in the State of Illinois, a summarization of
data from the annual enrollment survey by G. J. Froelich, December 1964
Preparation of Class Instruction and Individual Instruction Cards, *Information Bulletin* 5, September 26, 1966
Uniform Codes, Campus College Department Division, June 1967
Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Learning in Illinois: 1967
by G. J. Froelich, November 1967
Uniform Codes for Undergraduate Curricula and Graduate Major Fields, June 1968
Ph.D. Degree Production at Urbana Between 1949-50 and 1966-67, July 15, 1968
Uniform Codes for Undergraduate Curricula and Graduate Major Fields, June 1969

Box 3:

Surveys and Reports
*A Study of Academic Salaries at the University of Illinois* by Robert Carey, February 1, 1969
Part I: 1968-69 Academic Salaries
Part II: Academic Salary Increases: 1967-68 to 1968-69
Part III: Percent of Increase in Academic Salaries from 1967-68 to 1968-69
*Migration of College Students: Midwest Region Fall 1968* a study conducted for the Midwestern Conference of the Council of State Governments by the Midwestern Advisory Committee on Higher Education, by G. J. Froelich and Robert Carey, April 1970

Box 4:

Provisional Development Plan, 1971-72 through 1980-81, September 1970
University of Illinois Master Code, September 1970
*Long Range Plan Report 5, Departmental Expenditures Adjusted in Terms of 1958 Purchasing Power (AU Funds); General University, Chicago Circle, Medical Center, Urbana-Champaign*; May 14, 1971, Parts I and II.
Box 5:

Achievement by Junior College Transfer, Four Year College Transfer, and Native Juniors as Measured by the CLEP General Examinations by Donald J. Wermers, University Office of School and Colleges Relations, March 1972
Faculty Load Study, Chicago Circle Campus and Urbana Campus, Fall Term 1972, April 6, 1973
University of Illinois Long Range Financing
University of Illinois Survey of 1973 Graduates, February 1974
Degrees Granted by Institutions of Higher Education in Illinois 1957-58 through 1973-74 by Franklin Duff, November 1974 (2 copies)
University of Illinois Employees Job Satisfaction Study, December 1974
Newsletter, Interinstitutional Dialogue, Winter 1974, published by the committee for public service in International Affairs
Placement and Proficiency Examinations, 1974-75
Vocational and Educational Experiences and Perceptions of the 1972 and 1973 Graduates of the University of Illinois, March 1975